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Abstract

Using a doping-determined multiband model spectrum of a ”typical” cuprate the
effective mass of the paired carriers is calculated on the whole doping scale. Large
mab values quench rapidly with leaving the very underdoped region. Further slower
diminishing of mab reproduces the trend towards restoring the Fermi-liquid be-
haviour in cuprates with progressive doping. The interband superconducting con-
densate density (ns) shows similar behaviour to the transition temperature and
superconducting gaps. The ns(0)/mab ratio has an expressed maximum close to
optimal doping as also the thermodynamic critical field. All the overlapping band
components are intersected by the chemical potential at this. The pairing strength
and the phase coherence develop simultaneously. In spite of its simplicity, the model
describes the behaviour of various cuprate characteristics on the doping scale.
PACS: 74.20.-z; 74.72.-h
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1 Introduction

The superconducting condensate density (ns) characterizes the order parameter of this
macroscopic quantum commonwealth. The way to cuprate high-Tc superconductivity in-
cludes (necessarily) a doping treatment. The nature of the reorganizations in the physical-
chemical basis of the material and the variation of the superconducting properties on the
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doping scale become of primarily interest. At present there remain nevertheless some de-
batable aspects in the cuprate superconductivity until the pairing mechanism itself. Corre-
spondingly this concerns also the behaviour of the superconducting condensate density on
doping, e.g. [1,2].

An essential property which determines numerous applications of superconductors is the
penetration depth. It contains ns with the superconducting condensate effective mass m in
the combination m/ns. The doping dependence of the superconductivity playground CuO2

plane mab in cuprates is practically unknown. Usually one supposes a constant value m ∼
xm0, with x between, say, 2 and 5 (m0 is the free electron mass). The main aim of the present
contribution is the calculation of mab on the whole scale of the hole doping (p) in association
with other cuprate superconductivity characteristics.

We use a very simple, partly postulative model of a ”typical” cuprate superconductor which
uses only general knowledge on the system. The model has been started by Ref. [3,4] and de-
veloped in [5-7]. The following comparison of the outcome of the model for various properties
with the observations is expected to illuminate in some extent the background physics.

The model supports on the two-component scenario of cuprate superconductivity [8,9] which
states the essential functioning of the doping-created defect subsystem besides the itinerant
one. This means that the background electron spectrum shows essential dynamics under
doping. Bare normal state gaps are assumed between the mentioned subsystems and sup-
posed to be quenched by progressive doping. Overlap dynamics of the bands appears now
as a novel source of critical doping concentrations. The nature of the minimal quasiparticle
excitation energies changes with doping in accordance with the chemical potential position.
This explains naturally the presence of pseudogaps in the model. The pseudogaps appear as
precursors on the doping scale (not on the energetic one) to the superconducting gaps and
survive for T > Tc as normal state gaps.

The pairing interaction is supposed to be of interband pair transfer [10] type between the
itinerant and defect states. This mechanism is seemingly the most effective in serving high
transition temperatures in a simple way [11,12].

The calculated phase diagram of cuprate energetic characteristics (Tc, superconducting- and
pseudogaps, the condensation energy) [5,6] agree qualitatively well with the experimental
results. Controversial statements in the literature on interrelations and coexistence of various
gaps in distinct doping regions have been elucidated. Compounds with two or one pseudogap
in the charge channel can described.

2 The physical model

We proceed with the description of the physical content of the model background used. It
enables the understanding of the behaviour of the characteristics investigated. The cuprate
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electron spectrum created and reorganized by doping is chosen as follows. The mainly oxygen
itinerant valence band (γ) top fixes the energy zero and this band extends until ξ = −D.
The states in it are normalized to 1−c, where c is a measure of the doped hole concentration
(p). The corresponding scaling for a given case must be made by joining a characteristic
concentration on the phase diagram. There is a huge (e.g. [13-17]) amount of appointments
that doping creates new defect (midband) states near the top of the valence band in the
charge-transfer gap. Extended doping brings them to merge with the valence band. The
functioning of the defect subsystem is anisotropic in the momentum space [18]. At least

the ”hot” (π, 0)-type and ”cold”
(

π
2
, π
2

)

-type regions must be distinguished. Accordingly we
introduce two defect system subbands characterized by energy intervals d1−αc and d2−βc,
i.e. they expand down from energies at c = 0. The overlap of these bands with the valence
band is reached at cα = d1α

−1 and cβ = d2β
−1. Note that the infrared manifestations of the

defect subsystem are suppressed in favour of the free carriers (Drude peak appearance) with
progressive doping [19]. We take d1 and d2 to be positive: the optical charge-transfer gap
is reduced by doping [20]. The choice cβ < cα accounts for that the lowest doping-created
states belong to the cold subsystem. The weight of the defect states is taken to be c/2, cf.
[17].

The 2D (CuO2 planes) densities of states in the bands read ρα = (2α)−1, ρβ = (2β)−1,
ργ = (1 − c)D−1. There are the following different arrangements of the bands and the
chemical potential (µ). At very underdoping c < cβ, µ1 = d2 − βc is connected with the
”cold” β-band and charge carriers become concentrated here, cf. [13]. For c > cβ , µ2 =
(d2 − βc)[1 + 2β(1 − c)D−1]−1 intersects both (β, γ)-bands. The Fermi level shifts into the
valence band, cf. [21]. The overlap of the narrow defect β-band with the itinerant band leads

to the formation of two sheets of the Fermi surface. The one at
(

π
2
, π
2

)

is holelike with the
dominating itinerant contribution and the other with a tendency to form an electronlike
”flat band” with lowering µ. This behaviour is in agreement with the observation of two
Fermi-sheets [22] and of a single ”hole barrel” at

(

π
2
, π
2

)

[23] and a flatband at (π, 0) [24].

For the expressed dopings larger than c0, determined by d1−αc0 = µ2, the role of the (π, 0)-
type region increases essentially as also Refs. [25,26] state. Now µ3 = [αd2+βd1−2αβc][α+
β+(1−c)2αβD−1]−1 intersects all three overlapping bands. For extended overdoping c > c1,
where c1 is defined by d2−βc = µ3, the chemical potential µ4 = (d1−αc)[1+2α(1−c)D−1]−1

falls out of the cold defect band. The chemical potential is not affected significantly by pairing
and its general trend agrees with the results of special investigations [27-29].

3 Necessary formulas

Our basic Hamiltonian with the coupling (W ) of itinerant and defect subsystems by the
pair-transfer interaction reads

H =
∑

σ,~k,s

ǫσ(~k)a
+

σ,~k,s
aσ,~k,s +W

∑

σ,σ′

′
∑

~k,~k′

∑

~q

a+
σ~k↑

a+
σ(−~k+~q)↓

aσ′(−~k′+~q)↓aσ′~k′↑ . (1)
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Here ǫα = ξσ − µ, s is the spin index, σ counts the bands and ~q is the pair momentum with
the components from the same bands. Various aspects of the work with (1) at ~q = 0 for
calculating the superconductivity energetic characteristics can be followed in [3,5,10]. The
superconductivity gap parameters are defined as

∆γ =2W
∑

~k,τ

τ < aτ~k↑aτ−~k↓ > , (2)

∆τ =2W
∑

~k

< aσ−~k↓aσ~k↑ > ,

where
∑ τ means the integration with the densities ρα,β over the corresponding energy inter-

vals of the defect system subbands (τ = α, β; ∆α = ∆β). The nongapped nature of the cold
subsystem [18] can be accounted by the multiplication of ∆α with the suitable d-symmetry
factor.

The gap equation reads (θ = kBT )

∆σ = W
∑

~k,τ

τ∆τ (~k)E
−1
τ (~k)th

Eτ (~k)

2θ
(3)

∆τ = W
∑

~k

∆γ(~k)E
−1
γ (~k)th

Eγ(~k)

2θ

with the usual form of the quasiparticle energies Eσ(~k) =
√

ǫ2σ(
~k) + ∆2

σ(
~k). The density of

the paired carriers is

ns =
1

2





∑

~k

∆2
σ(
~k)

E2
σ(
~k)

th2Eγ(~k)

2θ
+

∑

~k

τ ∆
2
τ (
~k)

E2
τ (
~k)

th2Eτ (~k)

2θ



 . (4)

The free energy corresponding to the Hamiltonian (1) has been calculated in [30] (see also
[7]), where the paired carrier effective mass isotope defect has been investigated. The ”soft”
order parameter [30] with the critical behaviour at Tc is characterized by the effective mass

mab =
1

2

(ηα + ηβ + ηγ)(δα + δβ + δγ)

(ηα + ηβ)δγm−1
γ + ηγ(δαm−1

α + δβm
−1
β )

, (5)

where mσ = 2πh2ρσV
−1, and V = a2 for the CuO2 plaquette. For µ−s being not too close to

limiting energies Γ0σ and Γcσ of the bands the following formulas for the quantities entering
(5) can be used

ησ = Wρσ ln

[

(

2γ

π

)2

θ−2
c |Γ0σ − µ||Γcσ − µ|

]

, (6)
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δσ =
7

2
ζ(3)Wρσ|µ− Γ0σ|(πθc)

−2 , (7)

when µ is located in the integration region (ζ(x) is the zeta-function; γ = exp(0.577)).

If µ lies out of the band δσ = 0 and

ησ = Wρσ ln

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Γcσ − µ

Γ0σ − µ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (8)

According to (5) the supercarrier effective mass depends on the position of the spectral
components and the chemical potential at a given doping. The mixed nature of the excitations
in the multiband model is reflected in the expression (5). With the approximations used mab

is temperature independent.

4 Calculated doping dependences

The calculations of Tc, superconductivity gaps, etc. have been made by numerical integration
using a plausible parameter set of Ref. [5]. The doping dependences of the cuprate energetic
characteristics are illustrated in [5,6]. Here we represent the zero-temperature superfluid
density and the condensation energy in Fig.1 vs. hole doping p = 0.28c (it has been taken
p = 0.16 for the Tc(max)). The condensation energy is represented by the thermodynamic
critical field as

Hc0 =
√

4π[(ρα + ρβ)∆2
α + ργ∆2

γ] . (9)

The bell-like curves of Tc, ∆σ [5,6], ns and Hc0 show the similar behaviour in agreement
with the results of [2,31]. Our calculation of the ξab correlation length vs p has given a
valley-profile like curve [7]. The second critical field Hc2(0) calculated from ξab has also
a well expressed maximum [7]. In this manner the strength of the pairing and the phase
coherence develop and vanish simultaneously in our model. Analogous conclusion has been
done in a number of recent investigations [1,2,32-35]. The Tc maximum peak on the doping
scale is a result of the electron spectrum doping-driven dynamics which brings all the band
components into overlap at the Fermi energy. Bands overlap dynamics appears as a novel
source of critical doping concentrations. In the normal state at cβ and c0 insulator-to-metal
(in the cold and hot subsystems, respectively) are expected to appear. This is in agreement
with the observations [2,36,37]. At c0 also the large pseudogap vanishes, cf. [1,2], due to this
overlap. The following overdoped regime corresponds to higher carrier concentrations but to
smaller superconducting carrier concentrations. The scatterings which cause pairing by the
interband mechanism are reduced here.
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It must be also mentioned that the bare itinerant – defect gaps are not manifested in the
superconducting density curve because the interband nature of the pairing.

The ns(T ) dependence is illustrated in Fig.2 and describes also the penetration depth

λ =

[

xm0c
2a2l

4πe2ns(T )

]1/2

(10)

dependence on temperature. Here mab is expressed through the free electron mass m0 as
mab = xm0 and l is the c-axis lattice constant.

The doping-dependence curve of the paired carrier effective mass is given in Fig.3. To the
authors knowledge it has not been obtained earlier. It is seen that mab cannot be assumed
to be constant on the whole doping scale. However, in the actual region of remarkable Tc

values, a rough estimation near x ∼ 3, as often supposed, can be considered as acceptable
for estimations. It must be stated that the parameter set used can serve only plausible
estimations on the quantitative level.

The large values of x at very underdoping correspond to the large effective mass of the nar-
rowest defect β-band. Starting from cβ the contribution of the wide valence band carriers
is continuously added. The kink at c0 corresponds to the simultaneous action of the α − β
carriers. The essential decrease in mab after reaching c1 is connected with the vanished con-
tribution of the heaviest β-carriers. The superconducting carrier effective mass reflects the
structure of the electron spectrum and reproduces the well known trend of the supercon-
ducting collective towards the normal Fermi liquid behaviour with doping in cuprates.

The essential ratio ns(0)/x determining the inverse penetration depth squared is shown vs

doping in Fig.4. The superfluid density bell-like dependence dominates over the effective
mass changes. As the result, λ−2 is characterized by a curve with a well expressed maximum
on the doping scale. This is in agreement with the experimental findings [1,2,32]. The peaked
behaviour of ns(0)/mab is a natural consequence of the interband superconductivity. This
answers the question rised in Ref. [1] about the decrease of ns at overdoping. The sublinear
Tc vs ns (or λ

−2) plot at underdoping, which has been observed in a number of investigations
[1,38], is reproduced also by the present model – Fig.5.

Having in mind the results obtained for the energetic characteristics of cuprates [3-6] and the
coherence length [7], the results of the present work, and also for the effect of photodoping
[39], one can conclude that the model under consideration, despite of its simplicity, is able
to describe the cuprate charge-channel associated properties on the whole doping scale.

The spin-channel effects are out of the scope of the model at present. However, there seems
to be some correspondence with the models like [40] where the magnetic properties become
explained. The ability of the authors model to reproduce qualitatively the behaviour of
various cuprate superconducting characteristics on doping is expected to stimulate to fill it
in with precised suppositions and quantitative refinements.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. The superfluid density (full line) and the thermodynamic critical field (dashed line)
on the doping scale.

Fig. 2. The dependence of the superconducting density on temperature for the doping p =
0.14.

Fig. 3. The supercarrier effective mass dependence on doping.

Fig. 4. The inverse penetration depth squared vs doping representated by ns(0)/x; mab =
xm0.

Fig. 5. The Uemura type plot.
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